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FOREWORD

'This study was designed to review apd synthesize the re-
search literature dealing with attitudes toward handicapped per-

sons in educational settings. Negative attitudes are frequently .

a significant barrier to the provision of quality vocational edu-

cation to handicapped'students,.

This study, Attitudinal Barriers to Responsive Vocational

Education for Hanaiaggia-gELWTEli, was sponsored by the Bureiu

of Occupailonal aria:Adult Education under the terms of the U.S.

9ffice of Education contract with the National Center for Re-

tearch in Vocational Education. .This information will provide

a knowledge base and general practitioner strategies for removfng
attitudinal barriers to handicapped students in vocationaleduca-

tion.

The National Center is indebted to Sharon Malak, program
director, Lynn Brant, author and a sPecial. note of thanks to

Janice Miller, typist. Credit is also deserved .by reviewers,

Ruth Brown, Regional Consultant/SpecialistrSpecial Programs,
-Maryland'State Department of iducation, Gary Meers, Director,

The Center for Vocational TeaCher Education, University of Neb-

raska, Dan Kobke, Research Specialist, The National Center. for

Research in Vocational Educationt The Ohio State University, and

Cathy King, Research Specialist, The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
;The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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ABSTRACT

Efforts to promote the occupational development of handicap-
ped persons are usually hindered by a number.of barriers and con-

straints. Barriers resulting from negative attitudes toward
handicapped individuals on the part of educators, employers,
peers, and the handicapped themselves are amowthe most perva- 7

sive and the most diffiCUlt to remove. There is a need for syn-
thesis of the relevant literature to help enhance Ole responsive-
-ness of vocational education to handicapped in \clividda s. ThoroUgh
review and synthesis of the literature and research co cerning
the nature of the attitudinal barriers; the variables d ermining
the attitudes of teachers, counselors, administrators, eMployers,
and peers; and strategies for attitude change seem lacking\in thtt

area of vocational education as in other areas of edu ation:

This literature review examines the handicapped hemselve
and the notion of mainstreaming as attitudinal foal% The aim
,has been to identify the conditions existing in vocational edu-

.

cation which lessen receptivity on the part of teachers, coun-
selors, and local administrators toward handicapped students en-
tering programs.

IL is found that negative attitudes contain cognitive and
affective dimensions which may be manifested differently. It is
also found that the most effective intervention strategies which
may be aimed at those attitude dimensions are information ap-'
proaches and social contaceapproaches, respectively. It is
probably t.e affective dimensions of negative attitudes toward
the haridicapped that are most fundamental, and the design of
social contact interventions appears to have much potential for
attitude change and is a fertile area for further research.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW - TRENDS'TOWARD MAINSTREAMING

Policies and Le islation

The history of governmental.involvement in and concern with
the 'education of handicapped persons is a progression from neg-
lect, through gradual legislative commitment, to the status quo

-.(Gearheart 1974). Prior to 1900, special educational provisions
for handicapped persons were very rare and private in nature. A
decline in the tendency to keep handicapped individuals socially
isolated combined with the growth in the philosophy of "educa-
tion for all," led to social and political pressure to end the
exclusion of the handicapped from the nation's educational re-
sources.

In the 19th century, there was some recognition of federal
responsibility for handicapped individuals. In 1864, federal
legislation led to the establishment of Gallaudet College for
the Deaf. In 1879, Congress allocated the annual sum of $10,000
(nationwide) for books and educational materials for the blind.
These programs were expanded somewhat over the years but Jon-
stituted the sole federal involvement in education of the handi-
capped until Well into the twentieth century.

In 1931, the Section on Exceptional Children and Youth was
established in the U.S. Office of Education. Ir many ways, this
was the forerunner of the Division of Handicapped Childrensand
Youth, and the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. Advances
were being made in the education of handicapped children, but
seemingly, only in basic general education. Congressional concern
for vocational education of handicapped,persons was not yet a
reality.

;

tvt,

The Cooperative Research Act (P.L. 83-531) was passed in
1954. The law provided research grants to institutions of higher
learning and to the states. Of the $1 million appropriated,
$675,000 was earmarked for research related to the education of
mentally retarded students. This move established tpe principle
of support for specific handicapping conditions.

In 1958, the Captioned Films for the Deaf Act authorized
HEW to provide films which would enhance cultural and recreation-
al opportunities for the deaf. The act was evidence of continued
concern in congress for handicapped individuals and also furthered
the tendency toward categorical aid. Later in the same year con-
gzess passed an act awarding grants to train professionals who
would in turn train teachers of mentally retarded students.

1
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The Act tO Train Teachers of the Deaf was passed in.1961,
and was aimed more at the classroom teacher than the teacher
trainer. There werp significant ideological dispues among
'educators of the deaf, and the fact that they were'able to co-
operate in advocating the passage o2 this act impressed federal
legislators and added greatmomentum to the cause.

A major breakthrough came in 1963, when President I!
(a personal supporter of education for handicapPed indi. Als)
signed the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental
Health Centers Construction Act. The act had several important
provisions: (1) it established the Division of Handicapped
Children and Youth which administered all existing programs for
handicapped persons within the Office of Education; (2) it amcnded
prior legislation to train professional personnel in all recog-
nized categories of handicaps rather than in just deafness and
mental retardation; (3) it provided funding for research and
demonstration projects in the education of children with all
categories-of handicaps.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965
provided funding for educationally disadvantaged children and
youth, including those who were educationally disadvantaged be-
cause of a handicap. ESEA was not written specifically,to bene-

fit handicapped students; but the inclusion of funding for students
among the educationally disadvantaged with handicaps was more
evidence of the continued commitment of congress.

During the two years that followed there were numerous
pieces of legislation impacting in various ways on the education
of handicapped persons. Provisions were made for research, Per-
sonnel development, and materials. Although it had been the in-,
tent.of congress that school districts use a signigidant share
of their ESEA funding for handicapped students, some used too .

little or none.' In 1966, Title VI was added to the original
ESEA making it explic4 that states (rather than local districts)
take responsibility for initiation, expansion, and improvement
of programs for handicapped children. This Act also established
both the National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children, and
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. The Bureau replaced
the earlier Division of Handicapped Children and Youth in admin-
istering all related programs.

Additional amendments to the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act in 1967 were highly responsive to the expressed con-
cern of Special Educators over the inadequacy of ESEA and its

earlier amendments. Additional benefits were'provided including
Regional Resource Centers to carry on research and development
activities to improve the education of handicapped persons. The.

amendments also continued the trend of providing support for

S. 2
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specific handicapping conditions by establishing Regional Deaf/
Blind Centers.

In 1968, there were three aqs passed by Coagress having ,

impact'on the education of'handicapped individual-. P. L. 90-480
was designed to eliminate architectural barriers to physically
handicapped persons. Buildings constructed all or partly with
federal funds were subject to &mandate for.proviO.on of entrance
and mobility from floor to floor with minimum inc6nvenience to
physically handicapped citizens.

The'Handicapped Chi4dren's Early Education Assistance Act
. was primarily for the preschool han4icapped child. This act was

significant because it was the first time congress had passed
legislation that was exclusively for all categories of handicap
rather than for one or two specified conditions/ without the pro-
visions being attached to other legislation. ,

Also in 1968, amendments to the Vocational Education Act
provided that 10 percent of allotments to the states must be
used lor vocational education of handicapped'persons. This
marked the first specific mention of the handicapped in vocation-
al education legislation.

In 1969, legislation established the National Center on
"Edlecational Media and Materials for the Handicapped for produc-
tion, dissemination, and stc lge of instructional materials and
medid for the deaf, blinds, an: other handicapping conditions:'
:Also that year there were additional ESEA amendments which con-
solidated all legislation pertaining to the education of handi-
.capped individuals into the Education of the Handicapped Act.
TheA.969 ESEA amendments also provided, for special programs for
children with specific learning disabilities, a legislative
"first" in that area., ,

The Rehabilitation Act of 1971 (Public Law'93-111) specified
that public schools and postsecondary vocational education pro-
grams must provide appropriate educational services regardless of

s the nature or severity of handicap (Section 504). Section 503
of the act required employers with federal contracts to institute
affirmative action procedures by recruiting, training, hiring,
and promoting qualified handicapped individuals.

The Education of the Handicapped Amendments of 1974 (Public
Law 93-380) was the next significant legislation. P.L. 93-380
has come to be regarded as a bill of rights fin- the handicapped
(Bonham 1975). The philosophy of mainstreaming was first intro-
duced in federal- legislation when the 1974 amendments made clear
a child's right to a free public education between ages three
and.twenty-one (including vocational education) regardless of the



severity of handicap. P.L. 937380 significantly increased federal
funding for education of,--the handicapped and based allocation to
the states on proportions Df handicapped children in the popula-
tion.

.

The 1974 amendments also set forth a goal for states to pfo-
.vide full educational opportunities to'al/ handi:lapped children
and set a detailed timetable for accomplishing tne goal. The law
provided that priority in utilization of funds be given to handi-
capped children and youth who were not receiving an education.
Regarding mainstreaming, P.L. 93-380 introduced the concept of
"least restrictive alternative." The states were mandated to
insure that handicapped children were educated in the least
restrictive environment meaning that handic6pped students ndt be
removed from the regular education environment unless the nature
or severity of the handicap was such that education in regular
classes,.even with the use of supplementary°aids and aervices'
could not--be achieved satisfactorily.

Procedural safeguards, a child identification systbm, and
confidentiality provisions were other major facets of the 1974
amendments. Procedures were included to insure tht handicapped,
children and their parents!receive prior notice regarding pro-
posed changes in the 4ducational program, and that they have
access to relevant records and a due process,hearing.- The states
were also given the responsibility of identifying, locating, and
evaluating all handicapRed children residing in the state re-
gardless of severity of handicap. Data and information acquired
by the states were to be protected by specified confidentiality
,policies and procedures.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975
(P.L. 94-142), represents the culmination of the trends toward
increased federal involvement in the education of the handicapped4...,_
(Abeson and Zettel 1977). A significant bulk of the requirement::
of P.L. 94-142 had already been set forth in P.L. 93-.380, but
the new law mandated stricter, compliance and also introduced some
new provisions

Prior to IP\L. 94-142, states failing to provide the mandated
educational opportunities to handicapped children jeopardized
their eligibility for federal funding. However, as of September
1, 1978, P.L. 94-142 made it a violation of federal law for any
public education'agency to .deny a free and appropriate (general
or vocational) program to any handicapped child in need of spe-
cial education. In the interim period, between P.L. 93-380 and
P.L. 94-142, some school districts Ilad been excluding handicapped
students through incorrect classification and placement as well
as through failure to provide appropriate programs. P.L. 94-142
came as a partial response by congress to such practices.

4
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Challenges to the legality of denying a free public education
for all handicapped individuals began in the early 1970's with
court cases in Pennsylvania andthe District of Columbia and
finally peceived full.congressional support with the passage of
P.L. 94-142. Other than strengthening and clarifying the pro-
visions of P.L. 93-380, theimost significant component of P.L.
94-142 is the requirement that each child belnrovided with a
written Individualped,Education.Program (IE7T. The IEP expli-
date6 the needs ofieAch child and the services to be prdvided.
It is,developed bytateam consisting of the local education
agency representative, the regular teacher, special education
teacher, counselor, parents, student, and others as appropriate.
Under P.L. 93-380, due process could be invoked for purposes
of identification, evaluation, and placement. The 140 Act ex-
tends the due process opportunity to "complaints with respect
to any matter relating to the identification, evaluation, .or
educational placement of the child" (Sec. 615, b11,E). The IEP
is partly intended to provide a mechanism for review and reetifir
cation_of any inappropriate practices. The Vocational Education
Amendments of 1976 continued the 10 percent funding set aside to
the states for the handicappedand specifically affirmed that the
principles of P.L. 94-142 were to be equally adhered to in voca-
tional education settings.

Implications for Vocational Education

TheVocational Education Amendments of 1968 marked the be-
ginning of efforts to provide handicapped persons access to voca-
tional education programs. Means of providing'vocational educa-
tion services to the handicapped since then have ranged from
special segregated classes and shops to mainstreaming into re-
gulaL: classes with necessary support services..(Mainney 1976).

Now that legislation mandates education for the handicapped
in the least restrictive environment, much attention is being
given to the implications for vocational education (Wallace 1971;
BuontemPo 1974; Bond and Weisgerber 1977; and Hughes 1978).
Nationwide, largejlumbers of handicapped persons are still un-
served by vocational education prograq, and a significant portion
of those being served are in special segregated programs and have
not been mainstreamed into regular classes (General Ac6runting
Office 1976).

Clearly, there is a pressing need for continuation of in-
vestigations which have already begun to identify barriers to
the responsiveness of vocational education.to the needs of handi-
capped individuals. Barriers of particular concern are lack of
funding for special equipment and materials, lack of support
pqfsonnell-lack of resources in smaller school systems, inadequate

5



teacher preparatioh in the general and vocational education of
the handic4pped, lack of service coordination, and architectural
barriers. However, inmany ways, developing attitudinal re-
ceptivity withi:. the vocational education mainstream toward the
handicapped students who are .and will be entering it is a pre-
requisite problem.

History of Attitudes Toward tha Handicappqd

Histoiians and anthropologists have long been aware that
some primitive cultures, and even some relatively modern societies

\ such as the ancient Spartans, often cast out or otherwise disposed
of those with physical deformities.. Body image seems to be of
great social value in al] cultures tOday as well. (Goffman 1963).
In our society, the visine handicapped are not so literally
cast out but our preferences for body images are still made quite
clear. The ideal of "body young/body beautiful" pervades fashion
and advertising and plays a Aole in nearly all personal inter-
action. Jordan (1970) suggested that negative attitudes toward
those with handicaps not readily visible might have more recent
origins, perhaps in the industrial revolution. In the preindus-r
trial'age, a strong, healthy, and normal body had a high social
value presumably because of &le ability of'that person to perform
the physical labor which was required in everyday life. An in-
creased emphasis on the social valuation 'of intellectual abilities
probably came out with industrialization when machines began to
do'.the\heavier work and society began to demand more workezi,with
planning and ddbision-mak4ng abilities.

ithin the past kew decades in this country, the ,agrieultural

sector of the'economy has displaced many manual workers as the
industry became increasingly mechanized. Those with some degree
of physical or intellectural impairment have suffered signigicant
employment difficulties in the wake of such labor market shifts,
and now have a acute need for specialized vocational education.

When it is recognized that indiVidual attitudes toward
handicapped persons are, in part, the product of ,he prevalent
social norms, the complexity of the underlying structure of.such
attitudes can be appreciated. The fact that handicapped in-
dividuals have been perhaps less represented in vocational educa-
tion than in more general education programs is not necessarily .

the result of vocational educators haveing more negative attitudes ,

toward the handicapped than geneial educators, but is perhaps a
reflection of the general public opinion that handicapped stu-
dents are not appropriate candidates for occupational prepara-
tion other than those special programs which train for a limited
and stereotyped range of jobs.

'In reviewing and considering the nature of the ,attitudinal
barriers to the handicapped in vocational,education, it is im-
portant to remember that they have deep historical and socio-

6
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cultural roots. However, interventions to remove or reduce such
barriers are possible. Such intervention strategis must be based
lipon an understanding of the variables and determinants of nega-
tive attitudes toward the handicapped.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
0

Attitudes Toward the Handica ed - Knowledge:Base Limitation
,

Of the literature that iq, available conderning attitudes
toward the handicapped; a majtirity addresses attitudeR, toward
one4Specificajoisability group. 'Only a small portion of the
literature deals with the handicapped in general (Saundersj969).

Most of the literature concerning 4t,tiiudes toward.tiie-handi-.
capped includes some evaluatiop and cogiMents on the state of the
art in attitude research. The fieldAis beset with theoretical'
and methodological problems. Because the nature and structure
of attitudes as psychological phenomena are still largely un-
known, it is hazardous'to infer too much.from any'single study.
Attitudes-are often so complex that all of.the determing vari-
ables cannot'be adcurately identified. An attempted synthesis
across many studie can draw only limited conclusions. Synthesis
is 'further limited b ifferences in methodology employed and ,

also by the fact the unkown variables may be operating within .

the sccial contexts of'the various.experiments. The fact that

one hypothesized determinant of attitudes appeared to be signi-
ficant in several studies does not necessarily mean that
factor will similarly determine attitudes in other situations.

In:all the literature concerningattitudes toward handicap.4
4 ped persons, only a few studies deal. with attitudinal barriers

10 in school settings. And, of those, only a very few deal specifi-

cally with vocational education. The,lack of research into atti-
tudinal barriers to handicapped-students invocational education

.is a significant .finding in itself. It is reasonable to assume

' that most of the firdings derived from general education settings
apply equally to vocational education. However, there may be'
attitude determinauts that are specific to vocationai,education.
Also,.in many instances vocational education takes 'place in'

different typekof social environpents than dOes general educa-

tion. Negative attitudes toward those who'are handicapped may

become manifest differently in a workshop or simulated work set-
ting than in a more traditional classroom environment, and may,
'therefore, require different intervention strategies. Continued
research.efforts are needed which will further identify and
clarify, such special concerns in vocational education regarding
attitudes toward handimapped individuals.

The following'literature review examines each study individ-
ually'with respectito its findings and their significance. In

concluding sections, these findings are synthesized where war-
ranted by the evidence into possible intervention strategies.

The major questions and problems raised by the literature are
Outlines in the form of suggested directions for further reseaxch.

8
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' Attitudes of Educators

tI

The 'literature on.attitudes toward handicapped persons does
not lend itself to c'at'egorization acdording to type. or even se-
verity of handicap. ExcePt for mental retardation studies,
"most of the literature addresses itself tO broad categories
slch as "physically handicapped." Jones (1974) addressed the
ALestion of.whether or not it would be mean*Igful or Valuable
o attempt further'delineation. He concludéd that there are
dommon'sets of attitudes toward handicapped-individuals which
cut across disability categories. In other works, for the pur-'
pose of attitude research it is meaningful to speak of handicapped
persons as a group. The nature of exceptionalities is a variable
in attitude formation, but the exceptionalities do not appear to
bp perceived by most pernons as discretely as the many categories
would indicate. Jones adVocates a non-categorical psychology of
the disabled.where the presence of a handicap is assumed to be
mbre significant as an identifier than the specific nature of'
the handicap. However, it is important to note that this con-'
ceptualization of the handicapped as a homogeneous groupcbis ap-
propriate only to the psychology of disability and does not imply
that educational practices need not be changed to meet the special
needs created by each individual's handicapping condition.

Jordan and Proctbr (1969) conducted a,study of the factors
determining teacher attitudes toward the integiation of excep-

. . tional children into regular classroom. Factors were classified
into four. groups: (1) demographic factors such as age, sex, and
:income; (2) social-psychological factors, or basiq value. orien-
tation; (3) contactofactors including the amount, nature, per-
ceiNed voLuntarkness of, and enjoyment of contacts with the handi-
capPed; and (4) knowledge factors, i.e., the amount of factual
Information held about the attitude object. Five hypotheses
mere formulated and tested.

1. Tcachers

Wan teachers with art-time or no ex erience in Egg-
area. T e ypot esis was partia ly confirmed, at-

. EIETides were more positive among those special edu-
cators who also had background in physical therapy,
occupational therapy, and speech therapy. However,
the variable of having had full-time experience
With the handicappedmas not significant among spe-
cial educators as a group. This suggests that the
experience in one of thestherapies was a more sig-
nificant attitude determinant than intensity,of
experienck in teaching the handicapped.

9
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2. The total amount of ex'periefice would result in an
increase in posit ve att tudes. This hypothesis
was not conf rmed7-71SOTWEE many years.of teach-
ing experience in special education did not have
attitudes differing widely from'those newer to the

field. This variable may have overlapped somewhAt
.with amount of graduate education as a variable

.
since newer teachers in .special education are
more 'likely to have had graduate training in the
field. .

3. The amount of.academic credit conc4rning
tiaiirai1dren-71-11 head to an increase in posi-
tive attitudes. This hypothesis was only partially,
confirmed. Those with mar4inal amounts did not
score'higher than those with no experience.

4. Th,osetyL.th.e.2.2.cerienc2_221112tpiyjilappcei
consu tation services rekar in t e an itatTe
would score hi her. The hypothes skwas partially
confirmed in t at those with experience giying.

consulAtation services did score higher,'but those
with Aperience receiving it did not.

5. Re-tO.arclassr,.inschoolsI..tteaciIavin-se-
aaec'i---l-f.---'-.IcatiO-nprog;ar---ris'T:----'vouldhaveiioi.-eL-is5Ii-i-v-

attitudes because of their increased contact with
-
t e han icapped.- T is was not,.confirmed an sug-
gests that zegular teachers haye very little or'

no contact with special classes in thejr own
schools,,. possible because those classes have been
segregated, in a remote part of;the.building.

The variables investigated in this study may have more significance
for vocational eductors than for special educators such as those

studied. Exposure, coursework,'etc., might have more effect on '

the attitudes of persons trained to teach'the nonhandicapped than.

on the attitudes of those who presumably already have some inter-

est*in the handicapped.

Crandel (1969) discussed the three components of attitudes,
particularly in .relation to handicapped persons. Cognitive com- ,

ponents are basically informational or intellectural in character.
Affective components are related to feelings or emotions, and be-
havioral components.are the specific action tendencies normally
associated with a pai-ticular concept. Crandell called attention

to the fact that many species destroy their deformed young as
.did tht ancient Spartans. The concern is that although modern

societies may suppress.this, the underlying affect reflex may

10



still be present. If so, the.affective component ib perhaps the

most important consideration.in any attitude change strategy.
A-

Conine (1969), in a study of 1,000 teachers, found that
teacher attitudes toward handicapped students appear to be similar
to the attitudes of the general public,' If negative attitudes of
teachers are a reflection of the general public's attitudes then
gredual changeein the public attitudes will be reflected in the
attitudes of future generations of teachers. However, the more
immediate implication is that present teaqher attitudes must be
changed since they greatly influence the value orientations of
future generations. Conine also found that teacher attitudes
were not significantly influenced by their race, age, religion,
education, experience, choice of specialization area, or contact
and relationship with a disabled person. The study did find that
females are slightly less rejecting of the disabled tham males
but no cause-effect relationship was-aoncluded.

Schmidt and.Nelson (1969) found that attitudes of teachers
of the educable mentally retarded (EMR) individuals affect what
goals are set for these students. The hypothesis was that teach-
ers stressed, different goals for the EMR students than for the

normal student's. The findings supported the contention that EMR
teachers give more attention to teaching sOcial skills than aca-

demic subject matter. If this reflects an unrealistic attitude
toward the capability of EMR students, it may indicate that
special classes are understimulating EMR students in the area

of academic.performance.

Jordan '(1970) studied attitudes toward mentally retarded -

persons in the United States and Israel among teachers of mentally
retarded students, regular teachers, parents of mentally retarded
children, and employers/managers. An attempt was made to identify
variables predictive of attitudes in both the cognitive and af-

fective domains. It was found that among the four groups, atti-,,

tudes tended to be more positive among the teachers of mentally
retarded students, followed by the parents of mentally retarded
children, the regular teachers, and the employer/managers, re-

spectively. 'Hypothesized variables thought to affect attitudes ,

were efficacy, or perceived control over on64s environment, knowl-

edge of handicapping conditions, contact with handicapped per-
sons, sex,, and age. T' 1 efficacy index correfated highly with
positive attitudes su9yesting that those who work best with men-
tally retarded individuals are those who are secure and have a
.sense of control over their environment. This type of individual
probably perceives those who are mentally retarded as having the
potential for independent living and self-care. Knowledge of
handicapping conditions was found to be only partially predictive
of positive attitudes. Those with high knowledge possessed posi-
tive attitudes in the cognitive domain, i.e., realistic attitudes
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towardthe ability and potential of mentally retarded persons.
However, knowledge was not predictiue of positive attitudes in
the affective, emotional response domain. Contact with mentally
retarded persons followed a pattern opposite that of knowledge

as a variable. Amount of contact did not affect attitudes in
the cognitive domain, but was predictive of a more positive
affective response. Also, contact which was perceived as enjoy-

able'was'a particularly strong. prediCtor. Age aL: a variable
correlated differently depending on the group. Among teachers

of mentally retarded students, Ulere was no relationship between
age and positive attitudes. Curiously, amonc, regular teachers
there was a negative relatibnship. This finding may be partly
due to the fact that only recently have teacher education pro-
grams for regular teachers included some coverage of e=eptional-
ity. Among employers and managers, age was positively related

to favorable attitudes. Findings tor the sex variable showed
that men were slightly more positive in their attitudes than .

were women which contradicts,the findings of most of the other

literature.
Os

A study of the effects of the contact variable smong,teachers

of the blind was done by Kuhn in 1971. The finding was that in-

creased exposure to blind children does not tend to increase
favorable attitudes ou the part of the teacher. However, the

exposure variable studied was contact via a resource room for

blind children. No attention was given to the qualitative as-

spects of the contact suggesting that modifications,in the nature

of the contact may have led to improved attitudes. The study by

'Jordan (1970) and others also indicated that exposure in certain

contexts is the key variable rather than contact alone.

In an early study of the attitudes of vocational educators,

Wallace (1971), found that groups of vocational teachers responded

differently regarding mainstreaming. Differences were found'be-

tween: (1) teachers in-small schools vs. those in large schools;

(2) those in schools with special education programs vs. those

in schools without; (3) experience of teachers vs. newer teach-

_ers; (4) teachers of boys vs. teachers of girls; and (5) those

'who said they would work unhesitatingly with the handicapped

vs. those with one or more reservations. All teachers held the

attitude that,educable mentally retarded persons could become

self-supporting, but most expressed-the opinion that they would

not. It seems that this ,group of vocational educators felt that

EMR students could learn the vocational skills necessary for
self-sufficiency, but at the same time they expected that most

of them either would not be given employment opportunities, or

would lapse into being supported by family-or by the state.

Teachtrs from schools with special education programs had

more optimism about the potential of educable mentally retarded
N.
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students, possibly because of the increased contact. Teachers'
of girls reported having lower hopes for their students becoming
self-supporting. This may have been partly because many of the
girls had marriage as a goal rather than entrance into the labor
force, and may also be indicative of some sex stereotyping.

In this studyc relatively newer teachers were generally less
positive than the experienced teachers Omit the chances of self7
suffidiency of the EMR students. A concern was that such a pat-
tern of attitudes among new teachers could have an effect on
the capability or commitment of regular vocational programs to
assimilate educable mentally retarded students. Regardiftg the
contacts-that,teachers had with EMR students, those teachers from
schools with special education programs reported have more posi-
tive feelings about their contacts with educable mentally re-
tarded students than did teachers in segregated buildings.

There was no significant difference in reaction to the contact
variable between teachers of boys and teachers ct girls. Teachers
with more experience.had more positive fee.lings about their con-
tacts. When quettioned about integrating the special 'needs stu-
dents into regular vocational classes, mott of the teachers ,

favored some integration but did not want to eliminate special
classes; A,vocal minority felt that all of the EMR students
could hold their own in regular claises and that they were being
"babied": too much by the Special classes. This study seems to
support the applicability of Jordan's (197())findings to vo6a-
tional education. %

Eiseman (1972) conducted a study in an attempt to link nega-
tive attitudes toward handicapped persons with the authoritarian
personality. eA significant finding was that-subjects who were
taught all'ut the'authoritarian personality bePore being adminis-
*tered an attitude scale showed more positive attitudes toward
handic.apped persons. The author suggested that prejudice'might
be reduced by supplying information about the authoritarian per-.
sonality.

. In 1972, Good and BrophS, studied the linkage between teacher
'attitudes toward various students and the behavioral expression
of those attitudes. Although not specifically directed tOward
handicapped individuals, the study did yield some relevant find-
ings. Female low achievers appeared mostly as objects of concern.
Teacheri initiated additional contact with them and they. were
given fewer restrictions. Howevex, male low achievers were
viewed.by teachers as making overwhelming demands. They were not
allowed to approach.the teacher freely (As the gir13 were) and
most teacher behavior directed at them attempted to control their .

behavior.. The significance of this study is in its demonstration
that teacher attitudes affect the quality and quantity of contacts

13
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with students. Since many teachers appear to have strong atti-
tudes toward handicapped students, their subtle classroom be-
haviors toward those students may be problematic unless increased',
awareness and self-monitoring are fostered.

Shotel, Iano, and McGettigan (1971) undertook a gtudy to
determine how a program for integrating handicapped children into
reqular classes with supportive resource room services would af-
fect the attitudes of Tegular class teachers toward the tfandi-

capped. Findings were that the presence of supportive services
helped make teacher attitudes more favorable to the idea of inte-
gration. Teachers without the resource room became less optimistic
about their competency for teaching handicapped students. Other
metilods of improving teacher confidence would presumably enhance
their receptivity to mainstreaming as well. Presumably, such
supportive services would also improve the attitudes of vocational
educators toward handicapped students.

Teacher attitudes and expectations are frequently influenced
by the labels attached to students. Salvia, Clark, and Ysseldyke
(1973) attempted to determine tb wnat extent teacher attitudes
toward handicapped st'udents are a product of labels. The findings,
although inconclusive, indicated that when a child is labeled as
mentally retarded, the teacher may form attitudes toward that
child which are consistent with.previously held attitudes toward
the mentally.retarded. In the experiment, the same child pro-
voked different attitude responses when labeled differently.
These findings were based on short-term teacher-student exposure
and may. vaury When the teacher has the improperly labeled child
in class for a longer period of time. St.11, the implication is
clearithat improper labeling, and perhaps any labeling, can have
a detrimental effect on teacher attitudes.

Harth (1973) studied the attitudes of various population
groups toward mentally retarded persons. FindingG generally sup-

. ported the conclusions of earlier literature. leachers in train-
..

ing reported that their first'preference was to teach the gifted
and their last preference was,to teach'severely mentally re-

tarded students. Attitudes toward mentally retarded students
were more favorable among teachers in training in special edu-
cation than among those in training in general education. Among
all teachers, the mentally retarded students from families with
higher socio-economic levels were more highly regarded than
mentally retarded children from disadvantaged families.

It was also found that Special educators place more emPhasis

on personal and social adjustment than do regular teachers. This

supports the conclusions of Schmidt and Nelson (1969). For stu-

dents diagnosed as having similar abilities, those placed in

special classes were lower in academic achievement than those

14
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placed in regular classes. Teacher expectancies are a factor in
achievemenf, and'it appears that special education teachers may
be underestimating abilities of their students.

A study of the attitude# of student teachers at Oklahoma
State University was conducted by Maynard in 1974. There were'

four groups of student teachers, those in agriculture education,
home economics education, special education, and general educa-
tion. They Consistently expressed attitudes in two areas that
Were considered to indicate rejection of handicapped students:
they felt that there should be special schools for disabled per-
sons (84.7 percent) and that it was more difficult to get along
with disabled persons4(54.7 percent). Overall, student teachers
in agriculture educatLon were most mjecting, and those in spe-
,cial education least rejecting. Sex of the student teachers was
a variable (women more accepting), but there was no relationship
found between attitudes and ruralor urban background of the
student teacher as was hypothesized.

Gullotta (1974) conducted a -tudy of teacher attitudes to-
ward moderately ,aisturbed children by having teachers choose from
an array of proposed solutions to a hypothetical behavior problem.

The ,solutions covered a continuum from "residential care" to
"doing nothing about the perceived problem." Five solutions
called for handling the problem within the school system while
'the other five handled the problem outside the school. It was

found that all selected solutiOnS required some services outside
the existing school structure. No teachers selected solutions
requiring only those services available within the school.) Also,
teachers indicated that thWwould prefer to keen the chil0 in
their clabses if they had theY support services they felt were

needed. Of particular interest was,the fact that teachers re-
jected the guidance program in their schools as unable to provide
any assistance. This rejection raises questions about teacher
attitudes toward guidance counselors`as support personnel.

Martin (1974) documented the lack of accurate knowledge of'
epilepsy among counselors and teachers in a city high school.
Earlier studies showed that attitudes toward handicapped persons,
were related to the amount ofyknowledge held about the attitude
object. Only eight out of forty counselors reported always
giving special attention to the social adjustment of epileptic
students. Ten ignored the fact that the student had epilepsy,
and the remainder reperted that they would counsel an epileptic
student if and when it seem indicated. 'Nine counselors had never
discussed vocational limitations with epileptic students, and
70 nercent had never made a refetral to the local epilepsy asso-

ciation. Among teachers forty out of 500 reported not 'knowing

what epilepsy was. Twenty-four peromt thought epilepsy was in-

herited, and 50 percent thought: it was contagious. Sixty-nine
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percent thought an object should be placed between a person's
teeth during a seizure. It was additionally found that there
was some discrimination against epileptics in grafiting admission
to vocational high schools.

Misconceptions such as these about handicaps frequently
translate themselves into fear and rejection. Studies identifying
common misconceptions lay the groundwork for information dissemina-
tion,as an attitude change strategy.

Wechsler, Auarex, and McFadden (1975) conducted a general
study of teacher attitudes toOard the integration of handicapped
children into the regular classroom. It was found that most
teachers have positive attitudes toward education of handicapped
students, particularly thpse teachers with experience working

.with handicapped persons. Those with experience also viewed in-
tegration as having a greater possibility of tuccess. Students
with handicaps such as asthma, cardiac conditions, and mild to
moderate orthopedic impairments were seen as more easily inte-
grated. The severely handicapped were perceived as a greater
problem mainly by teachers with little or no experience^with
handicapped students.

Further study into the effects of labeling on attitudes to-
ward mentally retarded persons was done by Gottleib (1975).
Earlier findings that labels can be important contributions to
negative attitudes were supported in part. It was found that the
detrimental effects of labels usually occur when the labels are
in combination with certain kinds of behavior on the part of the
labeled child. A film of a child displaying inappropriate be-
havior was shown to two groups. For ona group the child was
labeled EMR, and for the other, normal. Attitudes toward the
child were less favorable among the group for whom the child was
labeled EMR. A film of the same child behaving appropriately

I
also elicited less favorable attitudes when the EMR label coin-

, cided with the disruptive behavior.

Aloia (1975) studied the effects of label.; and .pAysical de-
formities on the expectancies of teachers in training towaru
children in question. Based on photographs of children with
physical appearances ranging from normal to badly dlformed, the
pre-service teachers made judgments of the children's intellectual
normality or subnormality. Thera was a significant positive re-
lationship between the degree of physical deformity of the child
and tLe tendency for that child to be judged subnormal. When the

1 photoç, aphs were labeled "normal child" or "mentally retarded
i child," the relationship 7.as still observed. This suggests that
1
when physidal stigmata conflict with a label, the former takes

,
precedence in attitude formation. "A teacher confronted with a

;
physically deformed child of normal intellectual level may sub-
jectively react to that cnild as intellectually subnormal. If
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such reactions then lead to lowered expectation, academie under-
stimilation is likely to occur.

Parish, Eads, Reece, and. Picitello (1977) further assessed
the attitudes of teachers in training in both special education
and regula'r education,toward physically'handicapped, mentally
retarded,:and learning disabled students. The physically handi-
capped students were most favorably regarded by both groups. The

special education-group evaluated all disability groups more fa-
vorably than did the general education group.. After the general
education group took an introductory course in special education
there was no change in their attitude patterns. The .:ttempt to

change the ittitudes of the general education group at the cog-
nitive dimension-viathe course was not successful, possible be-

cause the attitude measurement was largely affective'based and
did not reflect attitude changes' al9ng the cognitive, objective
knowledge. dimensions.

Another of the few studies which deal with the basis for
negative attitudes toward mainstreaming of handicapped students
in vocational education was conducted by Bond in 1977. He found
widespread belief among vocational educatdrs that they are,not
able to teach handicapped students, and that most cf the handi-
capped students would not benefit from vocational instruction.
Vocational educators also reported a strong concern that handi-
capped persons would create a safety problem in many vocational
areas. Such concern led to particularly low receptivity towards
mainstreaming among the vocational educators in this study. The
xesults su est that misconceptions regarding handicapped per-
sons are wide.read in vocational education and that information

v. a out the an ica ed s ou d be a pr mar strate for attitude
c ange.

A major study into attitudinal barriers toward handicapped
persons in schools was done by Cohen (1977). She asserts that
there is a scarcity of literature regarding attitudes toward
handicapped students among school personnel because, until main-
streaming was mandated, few appreciated the value of such a know-
ledge base. Some have advocated delaying mainstreaming until,
greater receptivity toward handicapped students can be fostered
in the mainstream. However, the Leadership Training Institute
in Special Education argues that the evidence obtiz,ined did not

support the idea that change in practice should wait until pos-
sible to promote attitudes fully receptive to the changes. Cohen
also affirmed the need of those concerned with developing more
receptivity in the mainstream for a more adequate knowledge base
from which to develop a'.titude chaRge strategies.

A recant study wa; conducted by Flynne Gacka, and Sundean
(197P) into the reasons why regular classroom teachers felt un-
prepe-ed to teach mainstreamed handicapped children. Seventy-
five percent of the teachers and administrators included in the
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study agreed that mainstreaming is a desirable educational and
social reform, but only special education teachers felt adequately

prepared. Eighty to ninety percent favored inservice training or
graduate courses to enhance competence, but only 50-60 percent
indicated that they would be willing to enroll for'such training.

A large proportion (40 percent)'Of regular claseroom teachers
expressed'doubts that their school districts would provide the
spbcial materials needed for teaching mainstreamed students. An

implication of this s ud is 'that school districts need to moti:

'Irate re ular classroom teac ers to avail themselves of addific741
trai.namt_angto assure them that'their articular nee s wi 1 be

met.

\ I

.
Mandell and Strain (1978) identified i number of variables

which correlated with positive attitudes toward mainstreaming on
the partlof regular clasdrOom teachers. The predictive variables
were; presence of team teaching, years of teaching experience,
a course in diagnosing behavior problems, availability of a re-

source teacher, previous special education teaching experience,
number of courses taken in special education, and 'inservice pro-

gram experience. The arithors concluded that the identification
of such variables formed a basis for selecting potential teachers
in mainstreaming programs, and for arranging school environments ----N
to be more receptive to mainstreaming. 4:

Hughes (1978) conducted a study on mainstreaming handicapped .
students in preparatory occupational education programs in North'

Carolina. A major emphasis. of the study was to identify the
barriers to mainstreaming handicapped students in vocational edu-

cation as perceived by teachers and principals. It was found

that the attitudes and perceived barriers did not differ signi-
ficantly between teachers and principals. The most commonly per-
ceived barrier,was a lack of support personnel to help teachers

provide occupational instruction to handicapped students. Second

was the belief that school systems (particularly the smaller ones)

do not have funds to purchase needed equipment arid materials.

Other common concerns were that vocational teachers do not have

the time to develop individual instructional programs needed to

work with handicapped students, and that school facilities are

not easily accessible to them. Vocational teachers and princi-
pals also felt that vocational educators are not aware of employ-

ment opportunities available for handicapped students with oc-

cupational skills. The study also identified strategies for re-

ducing or removing the identified barriers which, if carried

out, should also make vocational education receptive attitudin-

ally to the.handicapped. These strategies are reported in a

later section of this paper.

Differential attitudes toward mainstreaming cf'handicapped
students on the part of local education administrators have been

18
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the subject of very few studies. Payne and Murray (1974) formu-
lated four hypotheses concerning differences in attitudes between
urban and suburban principals toward placement of'handicapped
children in regular classes. The first hypothesis was confirmed:
71.4 percent of suburban principals 'favOred integration while
only 40.3 percent of urban principals favored it. The second
hypothesis was that urban and suburban principals would differ
on which disability groups they felt could be mainstreamed. Both
groups generally accepted visually handicapped, hard of hearing,
physically handicapped, and learning disabled students in the
same ranking order. ,However, the-degree of acceptance among'
suburban principals was,consisbently greater. Third, it was
hypothesized that urban and suburban principals would differ as
to the ,types of supportive services they felt were needed for
mainstreaming. This hypothesis was notsupported. Both groups
perceived a need for support services for both teacher and stu-
dent if integration is to succeed. Both groups ranked inservice-
teacher training as the primary need closely followed' by staffed
resource rooms And itinerant services. The final hypothesis was
that the two4grioups of principals woyld differ in their percep-
tions of teacher competencies needed for effective mainstreaming.
The47difference was not found to be present. Both groups equally
ranked knowledge of exceptionalities, teaching techniques, be-
havior modification, and special materials as the most important
teacher competencies and,,needs.

'Attitudes of Parents

There is a scarcity of literature relating to parents' atti.-
tudes toward their own handicapped children. Much of what exists
(Jensen and Kogan 1962; Barclay and Vaught 1964) addresses paren-
tal overestimates of their 'child's potential for achievement.
Barclay afid Vaught found that parents' estimates of their child-
ren's potential lor future achievement was particiAarly unreal-
istic possibly reflecting the attitude that "she/he will grow
out,of it." Parental perceptions ot the child's current level
were consistently more realistic. Jordan (1970) found that atti-
tudes of parents of educable mentally retarded children were
higher toward EMR persons than most other disability groups.

Attitudes of EmPloyers and the Business Communit

An early study of public attitudes toward the work adjustment
of blind persons was conducted by Dent in 1962. It was found that
females generally had more favorable attitudes toward the occu-
pational preparation of blind persons. Also, an apparently stereo-
typed attitude was that blind individuals are necessarily economi-
cally dependent. N6
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In 1968, a major study of employer attitudes toward hiring
mentally retarded workers was conducted by the Jewish Employment
and Vocational Service. Employers were divided into four groups
according to their experience with employment of handicapper',

workers:

1. those who had employed ment:411y retarded persons
successfully

2. those who had knowledge of +-he experiences of
other employers in hiring mentally retarded
persons ,

those who had no experience and no knOwledge
of others' experience 6

those who had employed mentally retarded workers
in ale past with little success.

The attitudes.toward hiring mentally retarded persons were pre-
dictably.higher in the first group and declined as a favorable

experience declined. Among employers expressing favorable atti-

\ tudes, most hired at least some of their mentally retarded em-

\ ployees through special schools or rehabiAtation agencies. Ap-

parently, the high- ttitude employers had more contact with those

organizations. It was also found that high-attitude employers

had mote flexible hiring standards, especially minimum reading

and writing levels. .

All employers saw potential value in'the mentally retarded
employees and, therefore, regarded the extra training time and
other accommodations a worthwhile. The employers with more
favorable attitudes also felt that the mentally retarded in-

dividual could be vocationally trained through the schools and

expressed a particular willingness to hire those with training

for a ipecific job. The implication of this study for vocational

education is that most employers,have had neither eiperience in

hiring lUntally retarded employees nor knowledge of the experi-

6yes of other employers. Most employers also had no contact

with organizations advocating the mentally retarded. This is in

spite of the evidence clearly showing that such experience and .

contact increases the likelihood of employers hiring mentally

retarded workers. tfforts in placement and other linkages be-

tween schcol and work would no doubt benefit the employment pros-

pects of mentally retarded persons 4nd other handicapped voca-
tional students.

0

Richard, Triandis, and Patterson (1963) identified the
specific handicapping conditions toward which employers seem to

have the most negative attitudes The disability groups were
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epileptics, formel; mental patients, deaf persons, those confined
to wheelchairs, and:those with tUberculosis. Possibly the parti-
.cularly Tative 'attitudes.toward these groups relfect a need
for more actual.information for employers on those handicapping
conditions.

A specific.study of 'attitudes of employers toward hiring
blind emploiees in data processing was done by Nichols (1962).'
It was foune,that most employers did have some inclinatien to
hire blihd persons, but that concerns about ability, safetyand
supervision,generally outweighed them. rt was also noted that
as blind employees became increasingly represented in data pko-
cesSing, employers realized that, they could do the job and em-
ployer attitudesgradually became mbre favorable over time. This
supports the conclusion of the Jewish Vocational and Employment
Service Study, (1968), that increased experience with employment of
handicapped persOns.creates more favorable attitudes. It also
reAffirms the'importance of increased placement efforts and dis-
seMination.of inforMation to employers about the,handicapped as
workers. -

It appears that it is the cognitive dimension of attitudes
toward handicapped workers that is most important in determining

willingneSs to hire them. Concerns for ability, .

safety.,..and special.needs seem to outweigh affective response.
THis .is'logical since, flhe employer/employee relationship involves
less .of an interperional component that do relationships in edu-
cationAl settings. However, this could also reflect a lack Of
research into the'affective components of employer attitudes.
,While.the employer/eMployee relationship may not involve'a signi-
ficant interpersonal component, the relationship between fellow
employees does. ,Perhaps the most fertile field for attitude
research in the employment area is in the affective responses
of nonhandicapped workers .toward handicapped co-workers.

Attitudes of Peers
1T

As handicapped students are mainstreamed into regular classes,
the attitudes of their nonhandicapped peers will influence the
ease with which they can become adjusted and the overall quality
of their educational experience. There .is a rather large body of
literature showing that the nonhandicapped (particularly those of
vocational school age) have decidedly negative attitudes toward
peers displaying any form of deviance.'

Centers and Centers (1963) found that children expressed re-
jecting attitudes toward classmates who were amputees. They
were more frequently named as "least liked," and were perceived
to bc sad. The perceived sadness, while not necessary indicative
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ts.

of rejection, implies pity.and the possibility of other differen-
tial treatment.

.*

Richardson (19711 studied how white children aged ten and

,
elevep.clifferentially value various types,of physical appearance
and hanalcap. The general order of preference was: (1) nonhandi-

capped white; (2) nonhandicapped black; (3) facial disfigurement;
(4) use of wheelchair; (5) use of crutches and/or leg brace;
.(6) obesity; and (7) amputations. Use of prostheseS (particularly
on the lower extremities) increased the rank order of the amputee

group. Interestingly, obesity was less.preferred than several
functional impairments, and physical handicap appears to be more

of a stigma than race. .

Peterson (1974) looked at peer attitudes toward mentally
retarded children as a function of fivelrater variables: intel-

ligence, chronological age, sex, educational level of parents, .

and prior ,exposure on contact with. mentally.retarded persons.
Intelligence was found to be negatively related to attitudes.
Intellectually superior children tend to choose other intellec-
tually superior children ap friends, and children with lower
IQ's tend to hav,e more favorable attitudes toward their mentally

retarded peers. Chronological age was Rot found to be a'factor

although younger children did tend to be more neutral. Sex was

not found to be a factor. The eduCational level of the parents

was positively related to'the child's attitudes. Peierson

assumes that'education increases the generarlevel of,tolerance

of deviance in the family, and that the tolerance is transmitted

to the children. Level of contact with the mentally retarded

°.showed a weak positive relationship. Apparently, other'factors,
'such as the quality and context of contact, affected the measure-

ment of this variable but wereonot held constant%

Siperstein and'Gottlieb (1977) studied the differential ef-
fects of four variables'on peer attitudes toward a handicapped
classmate. ,The variables were the sex ,and the social status of

. the rater, and the physical appearance and academic competence

.of the child being rated. 'Boys showed more favorable attitudes
than girls although this could 'have been because the child'being

rated was also male. ,Social status of the rater was not found

to be a significant variable. In general, academically competent,

physically nonstigmatized children were judged more favorable
than academically less corwetent, physically stigmatized child-

ren. However, physical appearance associated with mental re-
tardatiQn proved to be a more significant determinant of.negative
'attitudes than the label "mentally retarded."

There are some studies (Kennedy and Bruininks 1974; Jones,

Lavine, and Shell 1972) indicating that hot all handicapped stu-

dents suffer from,unfavorable peer attitudes when integrated into
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regular classes. However, the majority of the eVidence shows
that peer attitudes are a problem and attitude change strategies
are needed. Change strategies particularly aimed at nonhandi-
capped peers are reviewed in'a later section of this paper,

-
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INTERVENTION STRATEGIES

Possible strategies for removing or reducing attitudinal
barriers to handicapped persons are as numerous as the variations ,

in the attitudes themselves. However, based on the literature it

does seem possible to categorize attitude change strategies into

information approaches and contact approaches which address the

cognitive and affective attitude domains, respectively. A

third category of possible approaches is based ori the perceived

inadequacy of'regular classroom teachers to dealwith handicapped

students. These approaches involve instilling confidence in

,these teachers and attempting to meet their perceived needs for

special support.

Information Approaches

Richardson (1971) suggeSted that the attitudes of the non-

handicapped could be improved by giving ihformation.and special

training to handicapped persons in the area of interpersonal

skills. Although those skills, if acquired, would be used in

contacts with the nonhandicapped, the specific intervention is .

information or,cognitive in nature. Richudson felt that handi-

capped individuals needed to learn ways to avoid giving the non-

handicapped (especially peers) stigma cues, and to help overcome

the awkwardness of early contacts with the nonhandicapped. Such

instruction might be given by counseling staff or by programmed

materials.

Lazar, Gensley, and Orpet (1971) used an informational pro-

gram to change the attitudes of mentally gifted children toward

handicapped persons. Of particular interest in this study was

whether or not informational approaches would work as well with

young mentally normal children as it worked with the gifted.

This is suggested as an area for further research.

Eiseman's finding (1971) that attitudes toward physically

disabled persons are related to knowledge of the authoritarian

personality led to the hypothesis that attitudes could be changed

by supplying information about the authoritarian personality.

/However, no test of the hypothesis has been done, and this is not

suggested as an intervention strategy unless other research sup-

porting the hypothesis is done in the future.

Harth (1973) attempted ,to change attitudes at the cognitive

level through informational procedures. The methods included

lectures, discussions, and booklets. Lectures were folind tat..be

more effective than discussions, and discussions more effective

than booklets. This was attributed to varied degrees of authori-

tativeness with lectures being the most authoritative. The im-

'plication is that informational approaches work better when the
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information is given in person by one who is recognized as an
authority on the subject.

Yates (1973) studies the effects of an introductory course

in special education on the attitudes of regular class teachers

toward handicapped persons. It was found that the method does

increase the amount of special education knowledge, and does in-

crease regular class teachers' perceptions of'the possibility of
effective'integration of handicapped students. These findings

are in conflict with other studies (Jordan and Proctor 1969)
concerning the effect on attitudes of introductory special edu-

cation courses. A reason for this may be variations it the con-

tent of the courSe. Some introductory courses in special educa-

tion deal more with an introduction to the field of.special edu-

cation than with imparting knowledge of specific handicapping

conditions.

0 Simpson, Parrish, and Cook (1976) attempted the use of such

cognitive, curricular approaches as lectures and films to change
attitudes of regular class nonhandicapped students toward handi-

capped students. The results were inconclusive, but suggested'

that informational approaches had a positive effect on attitudes
especially when combined with contact approaches.

Cohen (1977) advocated.inservice education for teachers and

administrators. Conferences were alio suggested because the very

fact that an education department or school system would'organize

a conference on fostering positive attitudes toward handicapped
persons suggests that the power structure in education is pushing

for change. Such support from the organization would probably
be reflected in the inclinations of individual staff. Cohen also
advocated curricular approaches for changing the attitudes of
regular\class children.- A unit on disability could be developed
in social\studies since social studies is the study of humankind
and our ad#ptation to our environment. Information on disabled
persons collId be integrated into health anr.. science courses as

well. \v

Contact Approaches

The literature provided evidence that the &mount and nature
of social contact with the handicapped individual was an impor-
tant variable in attitude formation (Jordan and Proctor 1969;

Jordan 1970; and Kuhn 1971). Atttitude change strategies based
on those variables are promising techniques for making the reg-
ular classroom environment more receptive to the mainstreamed
handicapped student.

",
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Crandell (1969) concluded that the affective component of,'
attitudes toward handicapped persons was most important. It was
suggested that attitudes be improved by carefully pairing a
stimulus arousing negative affect with a stronger stimulus arousing
positive affect. An example would be exposing nonhandicapped
children'to handicapped persons under conditions that were per-
ceived as pleasant such as an outing or field trip. Repetition
of the negative affect arousal (contact with the,handicapped per-
son) under positive conditions should reduce the negative affect
in the same fashion that repeated pistol shots nave a declining
startling effect.

Crandell° also suggested subdividing,the attitude object to
partially remove the negative affect. The notion is that if one
feels pity for handicappda persons in generalf but then learns
that some handicapped persons are happy and .some are.not, the
negative affect will be transferred to those who are not happy and
will no longer be'generalized to the,handicapped as a group.
Learning how to avoid stereotyping the handicapped person could
persumably be accomplished through information or Contact, but
the approach still addresses the affectiOp attitude domain.

Brooks and Brauford (1971) documented a program in New Mexico
schools aimed at improving regular teacher attitudes toward ex-
ceptional children. Regular class teachers and local administra-

tors were placed in special education classes for a ten-week
period. This contact with handicapped students was supplemented

by sensitivity sessions held one night per week and directed by a

member of a university counseling'department. The teachers also
enrolled for graduate courses dealing with handicapped persons
'making the,approach partly informational. Attitudes measured by

a post-test had changed positively toward the concept of special
education and toward the concept of integration of handicapped

students.

Richardson (1971) advocated educating nonhandicapped stu-
dents about their feelings toward handicapped persons and how to

deal with them. Again, such education could be through informa-

tional means (lectures, printed materials), or through social
contact with the'handicapped (sensitivity groups, workshops, etc.).
It,was felt that the two approaches in combination would be most

effective.

Rapier, Adelson, Carey, and Croke (1972) reported on an early

attempt at mainstreaming orthopedically handicapped students into

regular classes at Palo Alto, California. The results do,cumented

were the product of an integrated experience which included no

overt attempt to control the nature or conditions of the contact

experience. Attitudes generally improved and handicapped individ-

uals were seen as better able to take 'care of themselves after the
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integrated experience. Initially, the'girls had more favorable
attitudes toward handicapped persons than the boys in the study
but this difference lessened after the integrated experience.
The significance of this study is that it shows that attitudes

.'toward handicapped persons on the part of regular class students
can be changed merely by placing handicapped children in class
with th6M. However, it may be that if particular attention had
been given to the quality and circumstances of the contact ex-
perience, the attitude improvement would have been greater.

Harth (1973) also examined social contact with mentally re-
tarded persons as a variable determining attitudes toWard that

group. It was found that the nonretarded exposed to social con-
tact with mentally retarded individuals did not show signifiCant
improvement in attitudes. However, contact in the context of a
cooperative group activity did improve attitudes. It seems that
mere contact has potential for inducing attitude'change within
the cognitive dimension, but that only contact within certain
social situations is likely to alter attitudes at the affectkve
level. t

Cohen (1977) also argued that contact is important in chang-
ing attitudes but is not; in itself, enough. Cooperative en-
gagement, particularly when significant adults involved"served
as models, was more effective. Cohen suggests that creativity
is needed on the pare of teachers and counselors to devise means
for engaging students in cooperative group Activity.

Support For Regular Classroom Teachers

Several studies (Shotel, Iano, and McGettinger 1972; Hughes
1978) identified the feelings of inadequacy among regular class
teachers as an attitudinal barrier to mainstreaming handicapped
students. Any intervention aimed at enhancing the confidence
of these teachers in their ability to work with handicapped
students, and at meeting their perceived needs for special sup
port will likely have the effect of reducing this type of atti-
tudinal barrier.,

Shotel, Iano, and McGettinger conducted a study into how a
program for integrating handicapped children into regular classes
with supportive resource room services would affect the attitudes
of regular class teachers toward handicapped students. Teachers
in a control groupfwithout resource room services became less
optimistic about their ability as they spent more time in inte-
grated classes, while those in the experimental group who were
provided resource room services maincained a more positive atti-
tude. It was found that resource room services created more
favorable teacher attitudes -t-clWard the concept of mainstreamina.
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,The auihors.also suggested that other means of encouraging confi-
. dence among regular classroom teachers are needed.

Hughes (1978), as a follow-up to a study of what vocational
teachers And principals perceived as major barriers to mainstream-
ing, suggested means for overcoming each barrier. The barrier of
insufficient funds for equipment and materials could be addressed
by making teachers and principals aware of already available re-
source materials; through support from the state department of
vocational education in using set-aside funds from its allocation
'for handicapped students; and by providing-technical assistance
to vocational education teachers in developing teacher-made'ma-
terials to be used ip classrooms.

It was recommended that to overcome the barrier of lack of
support personnel vocational education teachers should become more
involved in the implementation of individualized education pro-

grams as a means of coordinating the utilization of support per- °

sonnel already available. In situations where additional support
personnel are actually needed, such coordination will help to meet

needs until the additional personnel are acquired. Lack of re-

sources in smaller school systems could be overcome to modified

fund allocation procedures and by more emphasis on cooperative
prognms between school districts which could pool their funding

allocation.

The lack of awareness among occupational education teachers
ooncerning employment opportunities for handicapped students was
included as a perceived barrier in the Hughes study. To over-

come this problem it was suggested that administrators, counselors,

and teachers serve on local advisory committees.that address'

problems concerning employment of handicapped persons. Employ-

ment of handicapped workers could be a topic for regular staff-

development and inservice training activities.

The barrier of inadequate teacher preparation in working
with handicapped students is a major problem which demands a
concerted effort in expanding inservice and pre-service training

programs. Since vocational educatorsAppear to have little

knowledge of special education, and special educators need more

background related to "the world of work," pre-service education
programs should include a component relating the two.

The problem of inaccessible vocational education facilities

seemed to contribute to pessimism along the vocational educators

'in Hughes' study concerning integration of the handicapped stu-

dent. Assuming that most vocational educators are not aware of

the possibilities for removing such barriers, increased aware-

ness and information in that area should enhance the receptivity

of vocational education to handicapped students. A facilities/

equipment specialist should be able to develop procedures for .
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assessing 'the accessibility of existing facilities and for altering
those facilities when required. It was also suggested that ac-
cessibility of vocational education facilities-be considered as
a requirement for all program funding.

In conclusion, a major fear of regular class teachers seems,
to be that the burden of mainstream handicapped students will
fall solely on them, and that they.will not be given adequate
support. Increased effort on the part of 'school systems to meet
the perceived needs of teachers will likely enhance teacher con-
fidence. Such confidence among teachers experiencing mainstream-

'ing is a necessary step for improving the quality of 4ducation
for the handicapped student.

/
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MAJOR FINDINGS

Since attitudes as psychological phenomena are still little
understood, research into the determinants of negative attitudes
toward the handicapped subpopulation and other populations is

largely inconclusive. However, intervention strategies to re-
duce negative attitudes must be based upon what is known about
their nature and causes. Following is a syntheSis of major
findings and generalizations of this.study concerning attitudes
toward handicapped persons and the potential for changing them
which seem to be warranted based on the Fesearch literature.

Demographic variables such as age, sex, education,
. and religion have not been shown to be-reliably

predictive of,positive or negative attitudes.

Educators having experience with the handicapped
student and/or significanCeducation dealing with
handicapped persons tend to have more positive
attitudes.

Regular classroom teachers who are experiencing
mainstreaming of handicapped students into their
classes report more positive attitudes toward
mainstreaming and more optimism concerning their
ability to teach handicapped students when they
perceive support services as being available to
them.

Extent and quality of social contact with handi-
capped persons is usually predictive of positive
attitudes in the affective, emotional domain.
Structuring educational environments to foster
more cooperative group contact with handicapped
persons has high potential as an attitude change
strategyr particularly among peers.

Knowledge of handicapping conditions and problems
of handicapped persons are predictive of positive
attitudes in the cognitive domain, although not
necessarily in the affective domain. Dissemination
of such information, in the forms of materials,
workshops, academic courses, etc., has been shown
to be effective in improving attitudes among edu-
cators, peers, and the general public.



6

A primary need for futhbx research°is in the
area of attitudinal barriers to handicapped
students which are specific to vocational
education. It may be assumed that most of
the attitude variables and change strategies
identified are as applicable to vocational
education as to other educational settings.
However, perhaps the nature of vocational -

education with its emphasis on skill: training
and hamds-on learning gives rise to special
conceins'which need to be taken into account

. In assessing attitudinal barriers t.9 the
handicapped student:.

A
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DIRECTIONS FOR FUTHER RESEARCH

Although research into attitudes toward handicapped persons
has increased in redent years, it is still scarce, especially
in the area of enhancing receptivity to mainstreamed hapdicapped
students in regular classes. The knowledge base which does exist
is often inconclusive and/or contradictory. A comprehensive
literature base for understanding the nature and determinants of
.attitudes toward the handicapped individual is still not avail-
able. There is not enough-evidence to warrant a conclusive de-
lineation of the different variables affecting attitudes among
groups as teachers, counselors, and local administrators.

There is a major need for research to solve same of the
methodological problems that are inherent 41 attitude.research.
Instruments for measuring attitudes toward handicapped persons
are of questionable validity and have limited applicability.
Alsol, since all of the variables determining attitudes toward
handicapped persons have not been identified, it'is impossible
to determine whether they are being adequately controlled in

experiments.

The study by Payne and Murray (1974) found that attitudes
toward handicapped and toward the concept of mainstreaming were
consistently lower among urban principals than among suburban
principals. Since the principal is an important figure in the
success of any mainstreaming effort, it is important to determine
if this finding can be replicated in other studiesesand if it
can, what reasons may exist for the difference and what inter-
vention strategies may be employed.

School counselors have a significant potential for aiding
the mainstreaming process. They could be involved in the design
of workshopssand other activities to improve attitudes toward
handicapped 'students in the regular classroom. However, Gullotta
(1974) found that teachers have.little confidence in guidance

counselors,. Further study is needed to determine if this attitude
extends to school pyschologists and consult/Lilts as well.

There seems to be a lack of literature concerning attitudes
of parents toward their handicapped children and toward the con-
cept of mainstreaming. This is possible due to assumptions that
parents have positive attitudes and favor mainstreaming. How-

everl with mandated parental involvement in the individualized
education program, it is necessary to know'more about the vari-
ables affecting parents' qttitudes, particularly attitudes to-
ward the concept of mainstreaming. Further research in this area
is, therefom, indicated.
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The studies of the attitudes of employers4toward handicapped
workers indicated that the cognitive dimensions of attitudes wiere
most important among this group. 'However, no literature was. '

Located that explored the attitudes of nonhandicapped co-workers
toward handicapped workers which are probably more affective re-
sponses. Acceptance of hanOicapped employees by nonhandicapped
co-workers is,certainly important in the overall adjustment of
the handicapped person to a work situtation; and could indirectly
influence management's willingness to hire handicapped persons.
Research to identify specific strategies for enhancing receptivity
toward handicapped persons among co-workers could be expected to
improve the overall employment opportunities ofnhandicapped in-
divi4uals.

An interesting finding in the study of Lazar, Gensley, and
Orpet (1971) was that the Attitudes Toward Disabled Persons Scale
(ATDP) is valid when used with young mentally gifted children.
Further research is needed to determine if the ATDP can be valid
with intellectually normal children. If so, this would be a
valuable methodological advance in measurement (and subsequent
modification) of the attitudes of children toward handicapped',
persons.

Eiseman (1972) speculated that attitudes toward handicapped
persons might be changed through provision of information about
the authoritarian personality. Further study is needed to'deter-
mine how such information interacts with attitude structure, and
whether it would be effective as an attitude change strategy.

Since misconcePt.ions about handicapped individuals can lead

to negative attitudes, further study is indicated in order to
determine what misconceptions and information gaps tend to exis
for each category of handicap on the part of teachers, counselors,
administrators, peers, and employers. Such data would give di-
rection to informational approaches to attitude change.

There is a scarcity of information which related attitudes
toward handicapped persons in levels of handicap severity, i.e.,
mild, moderate, and aevere. This may be because the truly severe-
ly disabled have been socially isolated for so long that differen-
tial attitudes toward that group have not been researched. Arso,

'it is possible'that mild, moderate, and severe are not meaningful
categories of handicap as variables in attitude formation. Re-

search is needed to determine if differential attitudes toward
these categories of handicap do exist.
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